big data

The majority of industry respondents believe it
is more important for operators to harness the
power of Big Data to drive new revenues streams
externally than to drive efficiencies internally.
By 2016, almost every operator to which Big Data
is relevant should have embarked upon their
strategy with a view to bringing greater
advantages in customer retention, segmentation
and targeting as well as network planning and
optimisation.

Key takeaways:
• 80 per cent of operators will have a Big
Data strategy in place by 2016.
• 60 per cent of operators see customer
retention as a key application for Big Data.
• The greatest challenge to bringing Big
Data projects to fruition is poor
inter-departmental communication.
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Big challenges for Big Data
Moving on from last
year’s questions about
the Cloud, we were keen
to learn how operators
intend to make use of
Big Data to boost their
revenues and capabilities.
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Which of the following statements reflects your company’s
big data strategy? (operators only)
We already have a big data initiative
in place to drive internal improvements
We already have a big data initiative
in place to drive new external
revenue streams
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Proportion of respondents who rated the following applications of Big Data
six or seven out of seven for potential benefit to operators
49%

Network optimisation
Network planning

47.3%
52.3%

Segmentation/targeting
Customer retention

55%
41.5%

Customer acquisition
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Upselling/internal promotions

35.6%

3rd party advertising/marketing
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Revenue assurance

39%
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What percentage of an operator’s IT budget should be dictated by big data in 2014?
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The area in which operators

7.8%

There was an almost even split
between operator respondents
with regards to the percentage of
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Proportion of respondents who rated the following areas of Big Data operator
expertise six or seven
17%

Data science
– statistical modelling, analytics

20.9%
25.1%

Data warehousing

31.7%
26%

Data collection
from multiple sources

30.3%
15.7%

Software development
– distributed file systems

19%
17.2%

Software development – databases
for structured and unstructured data

19%
15.4%

Software development
– Application coding

17.7%
26.8%

IT project management /
integration skills

31.3%
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Proportion of respondents who rated
the following challenges in bringing Big
Data projects to fruition six or seven out
of seven
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Poor
data interdepartmental
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tools/skills
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